
Data -logging multimeters and specialty testers.
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NEW Data -logging multimeters
(1) MultiLog'" 720. Monitor electrical parameters over time.
Measures: AC/DC voltage and current, resistance, temperature,
frequency, capacitance, diode and continuity. Log and view up
to 43,000 data points at capture rates as fast as 20 times per
second. Choose from 10 data -logging sample rates, from .05
second (50ms) to 480 seconds (8 minutes) per sample, for
high-speed data or long-time studies. Use with multimeter
adapters to study airflow, humidity, light level, large currents
and infrared temperature. View data on the high -resolution
(5000 -count) LCD display with quick min/max and trend
displays. Or, link it to a PC to collect, display, plot, save or
export data or graphs. Includes Windows- 95/98 -compatible
software and RS -232 cable. CAT. III test leads, temperature
probe. Built-in stand, holster and 9V battery. High basic DC 'voltage

accuracy of ±0.08%. 910-5508 299.00

(2) NEW MultiLog'" 710. Same features as above, except
it logs up to 5,400 data points. 910-5507 249.00
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Deluxe infrared thermometer
Model 65. Just point the laser spotting beam and read the
surface temperature of a distant object in less than a second.
Measures temperatures up to 932°F. Great for checking hard -
to -reach heating, cooling and electrical installations, engines
and motors. Selectable °F or °C reading. Holster, case, 2 "AA"
batteries and instructions. 73/8x2112 x 910-4384.. 269.00

Function Specifications

Range -40° to 500°C (-40° to 932°F)

Resolution 0.1° up to 200°, 1° over 200°

Accuracy
Above 0°C (32°F): ±2°C (±4°F)
Below 0°C (32°F): ±5°C (±9°F)
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Mini IR thermometer measures
temperature of objects
without contact
Model 42520. Infrared thermometer measures surface
temperature of objects which are difficult to reach or unsafe to
contact. Measure hot spots in electrical panels and equipment
up to 600°F. Shows in -process temperature measurements.
Super -large LCD display with backlighting. Built-in laser pointer
to improve aim. °F/°C switchable. Narrow field of view.
Automatic data hold. Fits in pocket. Includes 9V battery. Accuracy:
±2% of reading or 4'F/2°C, whichever is greater. 910-5390 99.99

EXTECH Digital thermometer
with type K thermocouple
Model 421501. Measure electrical hot spots by touching
probe to surface to be tested. High resolution and accuracy.
Features big 0.8" 3'h -digit (2000 -count) LCD display with
backlight. Switchable 0.1°/1° resolution. Achieves basic
accuracy of ±0.3%. Selectable °F/°C units. Max and hold
functions. Includes holster/stand, bead -wire temperature
probe and 9V battery. 910-5387 89.00

Range Accuracy ±(% rdg +digits) Resolution

-50° to 1000°C +1°C);± (0.3%0.1°/1°
>1000°C, ± (0.5% +1°C)

-58° to 2000°F ± (0.3% rdg +2°F) 0.1°R°

Tone generator
and probe find
cable pairs fast
Model 540. Identifying cables has
never been easier! This easy -to -use
device spots opens, shorts and

reversed polarity quickly on virtually any LAN, telco or CATV circuit. Includes tone
generator/sender with alligator clips and inductive probe with two-color LEDs that
quickly indicate correct or reversed polarity. Includes 9V battery. 910-4490.... 79.95

Measure Electronics
Easily and Accurately
With Pro -style Testers

RadioShack.com has a complete line of high -quality data -logging multimeters,

digital thermometers, cable testers and more-over 400 test and measurement

products in all, with complete specifications. Log on today.

Cable testers & light meter
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Svnpe for more specialty testers
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LAN cable verifier
slips into a pocket
Model CV -20. Verifies LAN cables with RJ45 modular
connectors. Simply plug the connectors into the tester and
view the status on the front -mounted LED array. Green, red
and off lights indicate correct pair wiring, reverse wiring and
and opens, respectively. Two-piece design permits tests
before or after cable is installed, Also tests telephone wires
with RJ45 modular plugs. 43/4x2lhx1h". 910-4493 ..79.95
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Pocket-size foot-candle
light meter
Model 401027. Suitable for light -level testing in computer
and clean rooms, schools, libraries, parking lots, ATM areas as
well as OSHA compliance in work and entrance areas. It can
also be used to check ambient light levels in archives, art
galleries and museums to protect light-sensitive materials.
Features precision color -corrected photodiode sensor, large
3'h -digit (1.900 -count) LCD with over -range indication, ±5%
basic acaracy and low -battery indication. Measures up to
2,C00 foo'-candles in two ranges. Includes 9V battery and
remote sensor. 910-5383 69.00

RED NUMBERS AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


